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mark 2xp if that item occurred multiple times).
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� DEADLY: Each PC may add +1 action rating to Hunt, Prowl, or
Skirmish (up to a max rating of 3).

� FIENDS: Fear is as good as respect. You may count each level of
wanted status as if it were Turf.

� NINJA HORDE: When you lead your cohorts on an stealth plan, they
get +1d for teamwork rolls. All your cohorts get the Skulks type
for free (if they’re already Skulks, add another type).

� NO TRACES: When you keep an operation quiet or make it look like
an accident, you get half the rep value of the target (round up)
instead of zero. When you end downtime with zero heat, take +1
rep.

� PATRON: When you advance your Tier, it costs half the coin it
normally would. Who is your patron? Why do they help you?

� PREDATORS: When you use stealth or subterfuge to commit murder,
take +1d to the engagement roll.

� VIPERS: When you acquire or craft poisons, you get +1 result level
to your roll. When you employ a poison, you are specially prepared
to be immune to its effects.

����VETERAN: Choose a special ability from another crew.
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�� Carriage
�� Boat
� Hidden
� Quarters
�� Secure
�� Vault
� Workshop

TRAINING
⬛ Insight
⬛ Prowess
� Resolve
� Personal
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QUALITY
� Documents
� Gear
� Implements
� Supplies
� Tools
� Weapons

COHORTS
UPGRADE COST
New Cohort: 2
Add Type: 2

Mastery

TRAINING
ROOMS

+1 scale for your
Skulks cohorts

VICE DEN

(Tier roll) - Heat =
coin in downtime

FIXER

+2 coin for lower-
class targets

INFORMANTS

+1d gather info for
scores

KNACKER'S
YARD

Body disposal,
+1d to reduce heat

after killing

VICTIM
TROPHIES

+1 rep per score

COVER
OPERATION

-2 heat per score

PROTECTION
RACKET

(Tier roll) - Heat =
coin in downtime

INFIRMARY

+1d to healing rolls

ENVOY

+2 coin for high-
class targets

COVER
IDENTITIES

+1d engagement
for deception and

social plans

CITY RECORDS

+1d engagement
for stealth plans

Trev Nowel, a gang boss
Lydra Green, a deal broker
Duchess Irimina, a noble lady
Carl Yeates, a bounty hunter
Exeter Jones, a spirit warden
Albert St.John, a merchant lord
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⬛ Assassin’s rigging (2 free load
of weapons or gear)

⬛ Pentonville Contacts (+1
Tier in prison)

⬛ Elite Skulks
⬛ Elite Thug
⬛⬛⬛⬛ Hardened (+1 trauma

box)


